If mi and hence rn k -\ is positive, (9) tells us that all the m&_i members of S: e 8k _ 1 +i> ' ' ' » e 8k _ 1+mk _ 1 belong to C. In particular the last one which is e 8fe belongs to C. Moreover m k~n -d(s k ) = 0. Hence e 8k is the nth member of C. If m\ and hence m k -i is negative, (9) tells us that all the nik-i members of S: e tk+1 , • • • , e 8k _ l belong to C. In particular e 8h _ l is a member of C. But
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is the (n -mfc_i)st member of C. Thus the proof is complete.
If S and C are wholly arbitrary one may show by means of examples that the conclusion of the theorem is the best that can be obtained from the hypothesis. Additions to the hypothesis make the last two statements of the theorem more precise. For example, if we assume that no two consecutive members of C are consecutive members of 5, it is easy to prove that e 8k _ t is the (w -l)st member of C in case rai<0. The evaluation of certain integrals arising in the theory of the conduction of heat between two media of different conductivities f suggested the consideration of the expansions: The four sets of functions appearing in these series are expressible as polynomials in the Bessel functions of half an odd integer and have a number of fairly significant properties. As is evident from the nature of the generating functions all four sets satisfy the following equations :
, dp 2 d 2 u n + U n + U n -2 = 0, da 2 :her with the special equations d -C n (a, p) = 5 n -i(a, P), dp d -S n (a, ft) = -Cn-i(a, P), dP and similar relations between £ n (1) and£ w (2) obtainable from the above by means of (10) En\a, P) = C n (a, P) + iSn(*, P),
E' n \a, P) = C n (a, P) -iS n (a, P).
The equations (5)- (11) together with the known values of the functions for a = 0 and n = 1 are sufficient to determine the functions uniquely. Solving these equations, we obtain the results: 
where R m , n (<x) is the Lommel polynomial.* From the well known infinite integrals involving the Bessel functions, a number of polynomials may be expressed in terms of infinite integrals involving these new functions. Among the most interesting are the expressions for the truncated hyperbolic sine and cosine series : 
